
   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

    

    

Advanced topics covered by Educo Learning Center 

4th
Grade Math Standards

I can find place values for
digits in a number

4.NBT.A.1, A.2

I can round large whole
numbers

4.NBT.A.3

I can compare and order large
whole numbers

4.NBT.A.2

I can add and subtract large
whole numbers

4.NBT.B.4

I can multiply a 4-digit whole
number by a two 

2-digit number using different
strategies

4.NBT.B.5

I can divide a
 4-digit whole
number by a

 1-digit number

4.NBT.B.6

I can find factor pairs and
multiples

4.OA.B.4

I can identify the pattern in
numbers

4.OA.C.5

I can compare like and unlike
fractions

4.NF.A.1- A.2

I can add/subtract mixed
numbers

4.NF.B.3

I can multiply a fraction by a
whole number

4.NF.B.4

I can read and write decimal
numbers

I can read and plot decimals
on a number line

4.NF.C.6

I can use decimal notation for
fractions with denominators

10, 100 or 1000

4.NF.C.6

I can compare and arrange
decimals

4.NF.C.7

I can add and subtract
metric units of lengths

4.MD.A.1, A.2

I can add and subtract
metric units of weights

4.MD.A.1, A.2

I can add and subtract metric
units of capacity

4.MD.A.1, A.2

I can count, add/subtract
money

4.MD.A.2

 I can read and find time

4.MD.A.2

I can find the perimeter and
area of rectangles, squares

and triangles

4.MD.A.3

I can make a line plot to
display set of measurement in

fractions

4.MD.B.4

I understand concept of
angles and measure angles

4.G.A.1

I can identify different
types of angles and

relation between them

4.MD.C.7

 I can identify the types of
triangles and quadrilaterals 

4.G.A.2

I  can recognize and count
line(s) of symmetry 

4.G.A.3

All topics have dynamic
animated tutorials and

unlimited practice
sheets in different

formats.

I can simplify a
numerical expression

I can estimate the
product and

quotients of whole
numbers

I can estimate the sum
and difference

of whole numbers

I can round
decimals

I can add/subtract
decimals

I can identify the
pattern in numbers

I can interpret
tables, tally charts

and bar graph

 I can multiply
using Lattice

method

4.NF.C.5


